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Dear Concerned Parents, Alumni and Donors of Jesuit High School:
In this email, we provide




an update,
detailed further background on why the objectionable teachings at Jesuit and other Catholic schools are
objectionable, and
announce a first for our movement: a Zoom Town Hall meeting where concerned parents from all over the
country can address questions and obtain guidance, hosted by the Concerned Parents, Alumni and Donors.

The Town Hall is set for 5:30 p.m. (Pacific) July 12, 2021 (8:30 Eastern) and will feature an invited panel of parents and
retained professionals convened to assist and support the growing movement against false teaching. We set the time at
5:30 p.m. Pacific in order to maximize participation across time zones. We will shortly provide a link and
agenda. Audience attendance will be anonymous.
Update. As you know, Canon Lawyer Laura Morrison (Pennsylvania) was retained to address and inquire into
objectionable teachings at Jesuit High School, Sacramento, a step made necessary when – contrary to Canon Law – the
school’s administration refused to meet with parents, alumni, or donors, and re-committed to teaching non-Catholic and
factionalizing subject matter, all while presenting it as Catholic. In her letter, Ms. Morrison addressed these matters
comprehensively, citing the significant quantity of evidence that parents and alumni had gathered, and applied the
richness of Catholic Canon Law to demonstrate how far Jesuit and many other Catholic schools have strayed. (Some
within the school’s Administration have turned to a strategy of denying the teachings are actually being taught, an
implausible defense countered by voluminous evidence.)
Ms. Morrison sent the letter on June 3, 2021, to the Jesuits West Provincial Scott Santarosa, SJ. Despite the frequent
Jesuit call to “listening and discernment,” Fr. Santarosa did not respond, either to Ms. Morrison’s request for a
telephone conference, or by letter. Because the Jesuits West Province is the source and “inspiration” for many of these
teachings, we might have expected Fr. Santarosa to respond in humility, provide an audience, and chart a path forward
in consultation with parents, itself a command of Canon Law.
But because he (as of the date of this writing) did not respond at all, this clears a path forward for Ms. Morrison to
advance our cause through all available Church processes, including to the Congregation for Catholic Education at the
Vatican. This Church office is the source of many mandatory teaching materials that Jesuit and the Province have
repeatedly disregarded, including “Man and Woman – He Created Them,” a forceful document (previously circulated)
establishing that the teaching of such things as “pronoun-optional” transgenderism is an affront to the most
fundamental Church teachings. Mercy? Yes. Indoctrination and ideology? No. (See
https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/ccatheduc/documents/rc_con_ccatheduc_doc_20190202_maschio
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-e-femmina_en.pdf.) As you also know, Jesuit has gone well beyond this to include many other factionalized teachings
that disrupt what is central to our theology as Roman Catholics – the primacy and unity of the Body of Christ.
Our movement grows. Other Catholic school parents are now following our lead, and have called upon us to assist and
advise their progress, as they seek to oppose the introduction of secular radicalism into our Catholic schools. They have
been invited to attend our Zoom event on July 12. We have extended invitations to attendees from coast to coast.
Why our movement grows. Parents reject Marxism, and the roots of these teachings are undeniably Marxist even if
schools try to hide this truth.
We share a small story from a Catholic high school parent that demonstrates the threat and the schools’ persistence in
not being forthcoming.
The parent believed her child’s school had remained free of radical teaching. We shared in response that parents
cannot depend on what the school presents to parents, because what is going on in classrooms is usually concealed and
not promoted externally, whether to parents, donors, or alumni/ae.
To demonstrate this, we were able to direct the parent to a page within that school’s website promoting the school’s
link to a particularly radical group – “BIPOC” – that embraces Marxist philosophies and jargon. The parent had not seen
this content. On the web page, the school boasted that it was implementing BIPOC’s proposals. This school was yet
another Jesuit school. This is the alert we provided to that good parent:
What we found is that the schools maintain an internal life nearly invisible to parents and alumni. I tested my hypothesis in
the case of Gonzaga and was able to learn from deep within its website that it has indeed embraced hard-left concepts and
ideals.
On the Gonzaga website, please see
https://www.gprep.com/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=2013194&type=d&pREC_ID=2095872, which is only accessible
from the “diversity and inclusion page.” Mentioned on Gonzaga’s website is the school’s wish to embrace proposals by “the
BIPOC Coalition,” which in turn is reachable at its own website: https://www.thebipocproject.org/about-us.
At that website, you find explicit critical race theory. Here is an excerpt from the linked page:
We use the term BIPOC to highlight the unique relationship to whiteness that Indigenous and Black (African
Americans) people have, which shapes the experiences of and relationship to white supremacy for all people of
color within a U.S. context. We unapologetically focus on and center relationships among BIPOC folks.
Our Thinking
This nation is firmly entrenched in maintaining white supremacy, patriarchy and capitalism. This reality has been
resisted in multiple ways, including organizing led by and among various communities of color for survival.
However, many efforts still focus only on combating white supremacy, with limited attention to the way
communities of color adopt and reinforce these harms amongst ourselves and against other marginalized groups in
a “race towards the bottom” for naming our pain. As a result, many multiracial BIPOC communities continue to be
challenged to develop authentic and accountable inter-group relationships despite a shared struggle under white
supremacy. These challenges often undermine anti-racist organizing among people of color because each
community is differently shaped and situated depending on intersectional issues and identities.

Marxist roots – poisonous tree. For over 130 years, Church teachings and secular history have repeatedly warned
against Marxism.
Pope Leo XIII in 1891 issued an encyclical titled Rerum Novarum, a comprehensive summary of the anti-Christian nature
of Marxism. (See https://www.vatican.va/content/leo-xiii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_l-xiii_enc_15051891_rerumnovarum.html.) Then as now, radicalism’s tactic was to separate the child from the parent:
The socialists, therefore, in setting aside the parent and setting up a State supervision, act against natural
justice, and destroy the structure of the home.
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Consider how close this comes to classroom teaching that presents one thing to the vulnerable young and something far
different to parents (and alumni and donors). The school then turns hostile when parents discover the
conflict. Examples are numerous. Parents are horrified and complain. Schools retaliate. Parents fear they must be
anonymous.
Quoting Pius XI’s 1937 encyclical “Divini Redemptoris” in his book “Communism and the Conscience of the West,” the
Venerable Fulton J. Sheen in 1953 said this: “Communists … endeavor to sharpen the antagonisms which arise between
the various classes of society.” (See https://www.vatican.va/content/pius-xi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_pxi_enc_19370319_divini-redemptoris.html.) Today, race, being male, identifying with one’s birth gender, ability
(“abled”), Christianity, being a native English-speaker, and other classifications are the new “classes of society” targeted
for the instigation of these antagonisms.
In 1999, the Boston College Law Review published a scholarly article authored by then-law student Jeffrey Pyle,
condemning Critical Race Theory “as an unprincipled, divisive and ultimately unhelpful attack on the liberal tradition in
America.” The “Liberal Tradition” referred to is the United States, its founding documents, and the principles of liberty
they – and we – stand for. (See
https://web.archive.org/web/20200804195924/https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2124&c
ontext=bclr.)
In the year 2021, Jesuit participation in the collapse of faith-based intellectual morality is dismaying, but not
surprising. The Jesuit Order since Vatican II is now 75% smaller. Rebellion became more fashionable than
faithfulness. The National Catholic Register just carried an article that bluntly addresses the problem. The Register
hopes for renewal in this the anniversary year of Ignatius’s conversion from lusty soldier to founder of the Jesuits. (See
https://www.ncregister.com/commentaries/the-jesuits-500-years-after-st-ignatius-roadblocks-to-renewalIgnatius.)
This dovetails with Archdiocese of Los Angeles Bishop Robert Barron’s February 2021 presentation to Catholic
educators. (See https://youtu.be/uEx2xQIPags.) He speaks of how dumbed-down the teaching of theology has become
in Catholic schools. Jesuit Sacramento offered a perfect example when it “taught” in a theology class about a “gray
narwhal” inflicting a microagression on a “pink unicorn” when all the poor narwhal thought he was doing was asking
about laundry detergent. (We have previously circulated word of this example of the Jesuit theology curriculum.)
This is all part of a broader, alarming whole.
The California Department of Education has approved a new curriculum that is as shocking for its attacks on the
Catholic Church as it is for its treatment of American history, including California history. In leaked content from a Santa
Clara County rollout of the curriculum, the speaker chosen to present the materials was a self-declared Marxist
professor from nearby San Jose State University. We obtain from this a full understanding of the Marxist pedigree in all
of these programs, abruptly arriving like spreading cancers. Jesuit’s teachings are versions of these, making the danger
particularly pronounced – since it is a Catholic school rejecting Catholic wisdom and theology accumulated over the
millennia, exchanging all that for secular radicalism, its slogans, and its disregard of outcomes. We must go to
conservative or traditionally liberal information sources to learn of this, and what we learn is chilling, disturbing -- and
Marxist. God is targeted, the Catholic Church is targeted, the American nation is targeted, and teachers are advised to
circumvent parents since children are easier to convince. Circumventing parents is an abiding feature of these
movements. Santa Clara County attendees were also counseled against using the term “Marxist” since that would alert
parents to the teachings. (See http://www.capoliticalreview.com/top-stories/merchants-of-revolution-californiasethnic-studies-initiatives-train-children-in-marxist-theory/.)
Instead of being a firm counterpoint to all of this, Jesuit High School has become part of this morass of disinformation
and deconstruction. The original “student” letter that first prompted Jesuit parental objection in June 2021 contained
themes and writing styles unlikely to have been drafted by students. Most of the letter advocated the same forms of
academic disruption that the Marxist program presenter in Santa Clara County advocated. This, therefore, is a total
movement against the Church, America, and values that have built our Church, our civilization and our society. All are
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targeted by these pernicious groups and teachings. It is what makes Jesuit’s embrace of even a portion of them so
objectionable.
Harvesting bitterness in the young. Jesuit High School and many other Catholic schools are now walking the path of
division, faction, antagonism, and hate, presenting Marxist-rooted secular radicalism as theology. Our young are being
detached from their social, moral, and spiritual foundations, and at what emotional and psychological cost? The schools
don’t know because they don’t examine the possibility of harm. Boys in a boys school are told that males are
oppressors, white males even worse; that Christianity is an oppression; that identifying with your birth gender is
“privileged”, so pick a different gender or pronoun if you like. As Jesuit alumnus Christopher Bakes wrote in a May
reflection titled The Ignatius of History: Look What They Have Done to Him (attached), the Church needs to
win back the young, and this is how it will do that?
This is not the Good News of Jesus Christ.
This is why we fight.
Concerned Parents, Donors and Alumni.
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